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Benefit and advantages

License management
for concurrent/floating licenses under control

With the OpenLM software, companies and organizations that use license servers such 

as (FlexLM) can quickly get an overview in their license management system of the 

actual concurrent/floating license usage on the license servers. With the support of our 

partner SECOPTENA and our «Spider Generic Data Connector» technology, the solution 

can be fully integrated into Spider Licence. It prepares the use of license server data 

efficiently and takes advantage of savings potentials. An optimized usage information 

report from the license servers is available at the push of a button in Spider Licence.

Quick overview of concurrent/floating license requi-
rements on license servers

License usage is often analyzed incorrectly when using license servers, resulting in a 

failure to identify potential savings. In practice, information from license servers is not 

integrated into the global license management system and must be viewed manually. 

The first step in the interface between OpenLM and Spider Licence is to continuously 

read out the license usage and threshold values from the license servers.

In a second step, the data is analyzed in terms of over-licensing and possible threshold 

values, for example unused licenses or access rejections due to insufficient licenses. 

This information can then be accessed in the comprehensive reporting options in Spider 

Licence.
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The Spider Licence Management Suite
Spider Licence is a leading license management solution for small, medium and large customer 

environments, which is certified by KPMG. An interface based on the Spider Generic Data Connector 

technology for OpenLM supplements the extensive functions of Spider Licence:

 � Detection of software used with the Spider SAM Services

 � Comprehensive contract management for all software con-

tracts, e.g., EA, CLP, IPAA, etc. with the contract management 

included in Spider Licence

 � Powerful asset management capabilities to map and monitor 

system configurations relevant to licensing with Spider Asset 

for Licence

 � Comprehensive database with over 326,000 software articles 

and the rules for calculating license requirements in the Spi-

der article catalogue

OpenLM LTD
OpenLM is a leading manufacturer of scalable software solu-

tions for the effective management of concurrent software 

licenses. OpenLM software is used both by SMEs and global 

companies with internationally distributed organizational 

units alike.

The functionality of the OpenLM product range is fully based 

on customer requirements, helping them use the licensed 

software effectively and efficiently for their business purposes.

In addition to increasing the productivity of the users of these 

software tools, OpenLM helps to maintain a perfect balance 

between cost optimization, cost allocation, and productivity for 

other stakeholders in the license management process; such as 

procurement, controlling, compliance, and IT administration.

OpenLM is a database-driven standard software product for the 

management of concurrent use/floating licenses and supports 

a variety of license management systems. Some of these in-

clude FlexNet, IBM LUM, DSLS, Sentinel HASP, Reprise RLM, Sen-

tinel RMS, Beta LM, MathLM, LM-X, ProgeCAD and CodeMeter.

SECOPTENA GmbH
Based near Munich, Germany, SECOPTENA GmbH offers its cus-

tomers IT governance and IT compliance services and solutions. 

With extensive knowledge and vast experience across a wide 

range of software licensing models and contracts, SECOPTENA 

focuses on supporting its customers in achieving maximum 

productivity with the software tools used, while at the same 

time ensuring compliance and optimizing software costs.

For implementation, SECOPTENA has an extensive network of 

partners in the areas of process improvement, compliance, and 

implementation to help its customers achieve their business 

objectives.

You can find more information on www.secoptena.com 

Smart solutions with  
a clear focus on IT and contract management
The brainwaregroup is a global manufacturer and provider 

of software solutions for IT service and contract manage-

ment. For more than 25 years, companies of every size have 

placed their trust in our integrated solutions in the fields of 

business administration (asset, license, and contract ma-

nagement) and technology management (MDM, OS and 

software distribution, patch management).

Finally, this Add-on enables Spider Licence to manage products in engineering environments, such 

as Siemens PLM NX, PTC ProE, Autodesk AutoCAD, MathWorks Matlab, Mentor Graphics, and IBM 

Rational Suite. Real usage data and license requirements are reported in the Spider Licence user 

interface.


